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FOREWORD

If you had been among the audience in the Student Lounge
of the University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee one December
afternoon in 1965, you would have seen a large but almost
faceless  young  poet  introduced  without  preliminaries  as
Saint Geraud who began reciting his brief poems in a rapid
fire  delivery,  one  hard  on  the  heels  of  another,  in  what
sounded like deliberate monotone. Not once did he pause
to  make one of  the  engaging  or  humorous  or  explanatory
remarks customary at poetry readings. Instead, Saint Geraud
—standing hunched and intense at the podium, his blonde
crewcut  badly  in  need  of  trim,  wearing  soiled  GI  khaki
trousers, two sweaters and scuffed telephone-lineman boots,
the broken frame of his  glasses precariously patched by a
band-aid—read with a passion which gradually silenced and
seemed  to  deeply  affect  the  audience.  Once  finished,  he
abruptly sat down, seeming to return to a silence of his own
which only poetry might be able to invade. This was the
first time I heard some of the impassioned, occasionally in-
dignant  or  cranky  or  slyly  humorous,  tender,  and  often
excruciatingly lonely poems collected in this book. I'd never
heard anything like them by an American poet.

Most of these poems are short lyrics—lucid and electrifying.
This one line lyric

    Your eyelashes are a narcotic

is as immediate and sharp as a dentist's needle puncturing the
flesh of your inner jaw in order to inject novocain. Or take
this brief elegy:



  DEATH
   Going to sleep, I cross my hands on my chest.
   They will place my hands like this.
   It will look as though I am flying into myself.

Or this love poem:

   The beach holds and sifts us through her dreaming
      fingers
   Summer fragrances green between your legs
   At night, naked auras cool the waves
   Vanished
   O Naomi
   I kiss every body of you, every face

Such impassioned and spontaneous feeling, occasionally ex-
pressed  with  a  deft,  sly  humor,  occurs  in  all  of  Saint
Geraud's poems. Certainly this quality is evidentin the love
poems, particularly in those addressed to the women—half
flesh and bone and half Muse or Madonna—whom the poet
calls Naomi. And it is also present in the strong poems pro-
testing the involvement of the United States in the Viet Nam
conflict where the protest is immediate and angry, producing
stinging  and  true  lines  like:  “If  bombing  children  is  pre-
serving peace, then/my fucking you is a war-crime.” Direct
statement of feeling also occurs in the elegies about death
and oblivion and the bittersweet nightmare of birth; and in
the  poems  about  poetry  and  the  satires  on  other  contem-
porary American poets who are in Saint Geraud's view “the
disease of the times,” as Catullus claimed when he lampooned
some of his contemporaries for being “wretched poets,” ban-
ishing them back “to the regions from which you originally
brought your bad feet.”



What fascinates me about Saint Geraud's direct, impassioned
voice is how it sounds both personal and yet anonymous or
“faceless.” It is personal for the obvious reason: there is no
doubt that the man speaking is telling the truth of his feel-
ings and desires without reservation and without the dubious
benefit of polite or literary manners. On the other hand, the
voice is also often anonymous in that it speaks only of those
feelings  and  desires  which  all  men  share  but  which  only
few  have  been  able  to  articulate  in  memorable  language.
Lyrical poets of this order speak all but exclusively of the
business of the heart—its fetishes, obscure needs, nostalgias,
angers, rituals, longings for oblivion, masks, miseries, and its
splendors. Often such poets show little or no interest in in-
viting  the  mind to  examine  the  desires  of  the  heart  or  to
comment on those desires through irony or ambiguity. This
type of lyric would have to be written, I feel certain, even if
no one had ever written poetry before or if  there were no
literary movements or slim volumes or anthologies or fellow-
ships  or  doctoral  dissertations  or  judicious  essays  on  one's
work or plush chairs for poets and poetasters to reside in at 
the university.

This is that lyrical voice which speaks over the centuries to
all men and women regardless of culture or race or time and
which needs no scholarship or esthetic theory to explain it.
This  is  the  voice  which says—as if  it  happened only last
night:

   Moon gone. And the Pleiades
   gone. Midnight.
   The time is passing by: and I lie alone.

And it is the voice heard among the fragments of Archilo-
chos:



   You bring home
   a bright evil
             *
   deer-heart
             *
   Her hair was as simple
   as flax, and I—
   I am heavy with infamy

or in the Chippewa poet who tells us:

   Sometimes I go about pitying myself,
   and all the time
   I am being carried on great winds across the skies

                                      (Adapted by Robert Bly from a 
                                      translation by Frances Densmore)

or in this poem by W.S. Merwin:

   DEAD HAND

   Temptations still nest in it like basilisks.
   Hang it up till the rings fall.

And hear one more by Saint Geraud:

   GOODBYE

   If you are still alive when you read this,
   close your eyes. I am
   under their lids, growing black.

Saint Geraud chooses to remain faceless behind the mask of
his pseudonym in the sense that he doesn't ask us to under-
stand or analyze: he asks only that we hear of his passion
and  desires  in  all  of  their  incandescence  and  purity.  And
this may help to clarify the use of the pseudonym instead 



of his everyday name of Bill Knott. What may appear to some
readers at first as a literary affectation—like Gautier shock-
ing  the  wealthy  merchants  and  aristocrats  by  leading  a
lobster  on  a  satin  leash  to  opening  night  at  the  Opera  or
Baudelaire  dying  his  hair  green  and  dining  in  the  most
fashionable restaurants or the Beat poet insisting on wearing
dungarees and sandals at the ceremonies of presentation by
the National  Book Award committee—is actually a  means
by which Saint Geraud seems to preserve the possibility of
writing only of his desires and passions in all of their raw,
pure states, unadulterated by the need to write a “correct”
poem acceptable by this or that contemporary literary stan-
dard. In particular, Knott by speaking from behind his mask
can ignore one of the most  popular  standards on the con-
temporary literary scene: the one that insists that all poems
must  embody  “sincerity”  and  autobiographical  detail.  By
talking to us through the mouth of Saint Geraud he is able
to achieve and maintain, it seems to me, some of that quality
of intensity and purity which an actor may commend when
his  role  as  Oedipus  or  Tiresias  requires  that  he  wear  the
mask: he is liberated from the labyrinth of everyday, prosaic
details and he is also free from the bondage to be only that
person  who  he  thinks  he  is  or  wants  to  be  or  whom the
world tells him he is or should be. In short, he is free to speak
only as Saint Geraud.

Who  is  Saint  Geraud?  The  original  Saint  happens  to  be
the hero of a fairly clumsy and boring 18th century French
pornographic  novel  called  Le  Tartuffe  Libertin (“The  Las-
civious  Hypocrite,  or  The  Triumph of  Vice”)  by an  anon-
ymous author whom some scholars in the field claim was an
unfrocked Jesuit.  As Saint Geraud fulfills  his  responsibility
as director of an orphanage for both sexes, all variety of sexual



activity, including inversion and perversion, are cataloged in
this brief book. The irony here is deft if a bit bazaar. Noth-
ing could be less pornographic than the contemporary Saint
Geraud's poems of pure, tender passion in which the “inno-
cence” of the passion seldom is threatened by description of
explicit sexual activity. But it is passion frequently unrequited
or frustrated.  In this  sense,  then,  what could be more “ob-
scene”  (in  the  adult  sense  of  the  word—repulsive  or  dis-
gusting) than pure passion denied or left to die unfulfilled?
Such a feeling is excruciating, as Catullus reminds us, and as
all men and women who have ever suffered from this frus-
tration  know.  By  using  the  pseudonym  the  poet  seems  to
imply:  I  hide  my  unrequited  and  painful  love  behind  the
mask of a fake “saint” of love—one who is no more than a
cartoon  in  the  comic  strip  of  classic  pornographical  char-
acters. The irony here is directed almost exclusively against
himself, it seems to me, and not against the reader because
the best of these love poems are among the freshest and most
moving I know in American poetry.

Some poets  and critics  and readers of  contemporary litera-
ture will recall the mimeographed letter they received in the
autumn of 1966 or a copy of which they may have read in
Epoch.  The letter, allegedly written by a friend of the poet,
stated  that  Bill  Knott  had  committed  suicide  at  26  in  his
room in a tenement on North Clark Street  in  Chicago and
that his body was on its way back to his native Michigan for
burial.  The  letter  went  on  to  claim  that  Knott  had  killed
himself  because  he  was  an  orphan  and  virgin  and  that  he
couldn't  endure  any  longer  without  being  loved  by  some-
body.  I  dont  know what  desperate  impulse led  the poet  to
conceive and send such a letter but I am happy to report that
Bill Knott is alive and writing today (although the poet tells



me that he would rather have this not known). But as far as
the  poems  addressed  to  Naomi  are  concerned,  I  think  we
might understand the suicide letter as having come from the
same emotional depths in which the poems were conceived.
Not  only  do  many  of  these  poems  bear  witness  to  desire
largely  unrequited  but  some  of  them tell  of  a  relationship
breaking up or gone for good. In this sense the voice behind
the mask tells us the blunt facts: “Bill  Knott's  love died in
1966. The rest is silence or the oblivion of death.” At their
best, Saint Geraud's lyrics of “sleep, death, desire” testify to
that condition of the heart which poets, saints, children and
lovers  have  always  known:  To be  without  love  every  day
and every night is to know what it must feel like to be dead.

PAUL CARROLL
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POEM

Alright if I have to be famous let it be for this great
          starfish-shield I made
And the sands of her face drift over her body
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ETERNITY

I stick my head into a womb and make faces at the unborn
I walk down my dead ends to the beach
Fossils from the future, tongs to nip the eye
Your etude profile
A crater is the total opera
Alberto Giacometti master-criminal
We had just fallen off
Of a scream
O boat of black mane
Sail heals the leper waves at a touch
A kiss restores wombsight to our limbs
It has been found
What
It has not been found
The waves nail upon the sand your escape
To where starfish are pointing
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POEM

Night, in whose death did your ennui take refuge?
The women all lay their kerchiefs on the water, and stepped
          back

KAREZZAS, CUNTRAS, COCKTURNES,
MANSHRIEKS, CARRIONCRIES

the holy tides are being written
by the young of all times and lights poets
dancing psychedelicately
playing, saying “One
          in my hand, one in the air, and one in you”

              —for the Human Be-ins and young rock poets 
                 jugglers heads 
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VOI (POEM) CES

“mercy . . . mercy”  From face to face
a child's voice bounces, lower and lower;
continues its quest
underground.

Bloodspurts lessening . . . hoofbeats of animals
stalked to their birth by the sun, fade. It is a bright
edgeless morning, like a knife that to be cleaned 
is held under a vein.

I blink away the stinging gleam
as my country sows desert upon Vietnam.
We, imperious, die of human thirst
—having forgotten tears are an oasis.

“help . . . help”  From heart to heart
a heartbeat staggers, looking for a haven.
Bereft. It is easier to enter heaven
than to pass through each others' eyes,
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pores,
armor,
like merciful sperm, cool water, the knife—
thrust of tears. . . . It is easier 
to go smoothly insane—like a Detroit car—
than to stammer and hiccup help.

And this poem is the easiest thing of all:
it floats upon children's singing, out of the bloodstream;
a sunbeam shoulders it, carries it away.
There is nothing left.
                                     “please . . . please”
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RETORT TO PASTERNAK

The centuries like barges have floated
out of the darkness, to communism: not to be judged,
but to be unloaded.

POEM
      for Marion Helz

When our hands are alone,
they open, like faces.
There is no shore
to their opening.
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THREE STANZAS FOR YVETTE MIMIEUX

Your shadow leaps down from the sun to
Hold its happy half your cheek swells towards
The unsheared blood of summer ting
Ling morning awake your kisses play at sleep

Apronlapful of green ripples picked
From their first kiss fragrant voice
Crowned slumberess of days your
Body is a dance that rhymes the four

                                  Winds
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I only keep this voice to give to anything afraid of me

SUMMER

an afternoon walk 
your hair the color of barnlight
there's the field this is the river
our first loving has reached the sea by now
(where it'll meet and embrace our childhood)
we bathe in the flow of a mute woman's happiness
sitting on the bank dangling and drifting on the water
come back
the flowers nuzzle our joined hands
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LOVE—A POEM

I lay in her humus breaths
And she was fulfilling her essence
As music perfume wine of future loves
Whose birth she was lighting in me

Nakedness exists only an instant
Quickly becomes flesh, becomes thought
Nakedness flares to light up love
To resurrect the present with a touch

The night is a torch of comas
Wondering, I look at lovers
Each inhales the other's visions
And they burn deeply, like a torch of comas

                                           *

To read the future, gaze into your crystal asshole
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POEM

Let the dead bury the dead:
it is said. But I say it is we living
who have been shoved underground, who must now rise up
to bury the dead, the Johnsons, Francos, Fords and
          McNamaras.

SONG

Naomi looks for her child
in the trees, in the leaves.
It is of fire, and has spirited her away.
Though sea-level rise to heart-level,
in the trees, in the leaves.
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POEM

The beach holds and sifts us through her dreaming fingers
Summer fragrances green between your legs
At night, naked auras cool the waves
Vanished
O Naomi
I kiss every body of you, every face
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POEM

What language will be safe 
When we lie awake all night
Saying palm words, no fingertip words
This wound searching us for a voice
Will become a fountain with rooms to let
Or a language composed of kisses and leaves

POEM

My eyelids close on your nipples, enclosing them.
When we wake—
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POEM

Far final peaks, burn off this sleep,
use it as fuel in your endless creation of the pure face!
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GOODBYE

If you are still alive when you read this,
close your eyes. I am
under their lids, growing black.

NOTE

I left a
right where the nipple cheeps
kiss in each nest
of the black bra
hung inside your bathroom door
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TO AMERICAN POETS

1

There's no time left to write poems.
If you will write rallyingcries, yes, do so,
otherwise write poems then throw yourselves on the river
          to drift away.
Li Po's peach-blossom, even if it departs this world, can't
          help us.
Pound's or Williams' theories on prosody don't meet the
          cries of dying children
(whose death I think is no caesura).
Soon there will be no ideas but in things,
in rubble, in skulls held under the oceans' magnifying-glass,
in screams driven into one lightning-void.
Only you can resurrect the present. People
need your voice to come among them like nakedness,
to fuse them into one marching language in which the word
          “peace” will be said for the last time.
Write slogans, write bread that pounds the table for silence,
write what I can't imagine: words to wake me and all those
who slump over like sapped tombstones when the generals
          talk.
The world is not divided into your schools of poetry.
No: there are the destroyers—the Johnsons, Kys, Rusks, Hit-
          lers, Francos—then there are those
they want to destroy—lovers, teachers, plows, potatoes:
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this is the division. You 
are not important. Your black mountains, solitary farms,
LSD trains. Don't forget: you are important.
If you fail, there will be no-one left to say so.
If you succeed, there will also be a great silence. Your names,
          an open
secret in all hearts, no-one will say. But everywhere
they will be finishing the poems you broke away from.

2

What I mean is: maybe you are the earth's last poets.
Li Po's riverbank poems are far, far out in eternity—
but a nuclear war could blow us that far in an instant:
there's no time left.
Tolstoy's “I would plow.”
Plow, plow. But with no-one left to seed, reap,
you write? O rocks are
shortlived as man now. But still this BillyBuddworld
blesses its murderers with Spring even as I write this . . .
so I have nowhere else to turn to but you.
Old echoes are useless. Glare from
the fireball this planet will become already makes shadows
          of us.
There's Einstein. —The light
of poems streaking through space, growing younger,
          younger,
becoming the poet again somewhere? No!
What I mean is. . . . 
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PROSEPOEM

Each evening the sea casts starfish up on the beach, scattering,
stranding them. They die at dawn, leaving black hungers in
the  sun.  We  slept  there  that  summer,  we  fucked  in  their
radiant evolutions up to our body. Ringed by starfish gasping
for  their  element,  we  joined  to  create  ours.  All  night  they
inhaled the sweat from our thrusting limbs, and lived. Often
she cried out: Your hand! —It was a starfish, caressing her
with my low fire.

POEM TO POETRY
                 for Jennifer Kidney
 
Poetry,
you are an electric,
a magic, field—like the space
between a sleepwalker's outheld arms . . .
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TO WHAT'S-HER-NAME

You have lived your life by
the “scorched earth” policy—destroying 
everything before that advancing enemy, death. . . . or love.

As when an earthquake gazes at us, you are still
untouched. Laughing you put the torch to
lovers, poems, overture of dawn upon the fields,
your beautiful Ann-Margaret-like thighs scarred by ikons,
legends and waters: your green feelers
—but you are no Bitch Russia!

As you fall back to your least heart,
war will arrive: when I come
upon you cowering behind your last grassblade
I'll laugh and sweep on. Then you will begin
to burn the deserts.
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MOZART

Mozart—when you were kissing a woman's cunt, were you
never  afraid  of  kissing  your  own  slimy,  shrunken  pate
emerging from within?

FOOTNOTE TO “MOZART”

Why Mozart? The prodigy. He begins his art at a very early
age, thus comes close to kissing his birth.
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PROSEPOEM

Near the sea the big captain horse found a child's ear-print
in  the sand. Ah, he said, and put his head faithfully to  it.
The roughneck sky laughed and pointed and hooted,  until
the big horse grew very red about the ears and went away.
Was she listening?
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POEM

I am one man, worshipping silk knees,
picking myself from between my teeth, 
I write these lines to cripple the dead,
to come up halt before the living:

I am one man, I run my hand over
your body, I touch the secret vibes
of the earth, I breathe your
heartbeat, Naomi, and always

I am one man alone at night. I fill my hands
with your dark hair
and offer it to the hollows of your face. I am one man,
          searching,
alone at night 
like a beacon of ashes. . . . 
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POEM

The only response
to a child's grave is
to lie down before it and play dead
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POEM

My sperm is lyre in your blood your 
Smell wanders over me like a mouth
You die a moment in my eyes then pass through into my
          heart 
Where you live as a drunk
Where you live as that body burnt
Naked by the throes of your whitest name
River carving a deathmask for these words
I paint the features of a face on the head of my cock
But I don't call it Orpheus
Bridge between love and paper between dream and quick-
          sand I 
You salt tongued to idea abyss' gaze
Our sunglasses broken like ciao
All of time battles your instant
You lie under cool enormous leaves once the sun's eyelids
Your instant—into which dies mine and eternity's and our's
Sweat-bead upon your belly
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(POEM)  (CHICAGO)  (THE  WERE-AGE)

“My age, my beast!” —Osip Mandelstam

On the lips a taste of tolling we are blind
The light drifts like dust over faces
We wear masks on our genitals
You've heard of lighting cigarettes with banknotes we used
          to light ours with Jews
History is made of bricks you can't go through it
And bricks are made of bones and blood and
Bones and blood are made of little tiny circles that nothing
          can go through
Except a piano with rabies
Blood gushes into, not from, our wounds
Vietnamese Cuban African bloods
Drunk as dogs before our sons
The bearded foetus lines up at the evolution-trough
Swarmy bloods in the rabid piano
The air over Chicago is death's monogram
This is the Were-Age rushing past
Speed: 10,000 men per minute
This is the species bred of death
The manshriek of flesh
The lifeless sparks of flesh
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Covering the deep drums of vision 
O new era race-wars jugular-lightning
Dark glance bursting from the over-ripe future
Know we are not the smilelines of dreams
Nor the pores of the Invisible
Piano with rabies we are victorious over
The drum and the wind-chime
We bite back a voice that might have emerged 
To tame these dead bodies and wet ashes
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( SERGEY)  ( YESENIN)  SPEAKING
( ISADORA)  ( DUNCAN)

I love Russia; and Isadora in her dance.
When I put my arms around her, she's like
Wheat that sways in the very midst of a bloody battle,
—Unharkened-to, but piling up peace for the earth
(Though my self-war juggles no nimbus)  Earthquakes;
          shoulders
A-lit with birthdays of doves; piety of the unwashable 
Creases in my mother's gaze and hands. Isadora “becalmed”
Isadora the ray sky one tastes on the skin of justborn babies
(Remember, Isadora
When you took me to America
                                                I went, as one visits a grave, to
The place where Bill Knott would be born 20 years in the
          future 
I embraced:  the pastures,  the abandoned quarry,  where he
          would play
With the children of your aura and my sapling eye
Where bees brought honey to dying flowers I sprinkled
Childhood upon the horizons, the cows
Who licked my heart like a block of salt)  Isadora I write
          this poem
On my shroud, when my home-village walks out to harvest.
Bread weeps as you break it gently into years.
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AFTER THE BURIAL

After  the burial  I  alone stood by till  2  workmen came to
shovel the dirst back into the hole. There was some left over,
the dirt she'd displaced, and they wheeled it off. Drawn, not
knowing why, I followed at a distance. Coming to a small
backlot,  they dumped it,  then left.  I walked over.  It made
a small  mound. And all  around her, similar  mounds.  Pure
cones of joy! First gifts from the dead! I fell to my knees
before it,  and fell  forward on my hands into it  . .  . to the
elbows,  like  washwater.  .  .  .  For  the  first  time,  I  became
empty enough to cry for her.
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DEATH

Going to sleep, I cross my hands on my chest.
They will place my hands like this.
It will look as though I am flying into myself.
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POEM FOR IRENE KELLER,
WHO ASKED FOR ONE

If all your bones were candles,
your face would still be a dark answer.

If your smells were wind-chimes,
breezes would leave too late to reach their destination,
would arrive at their predestination.

And if your skin were sheets of paper,
my ashes blown over them would make
the lines I meant to not write.

Chimera dressed in chimeras:
if you were this poem
I would not be its writer.
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(FARMBOY) (DREAMING)
(NIGHTSTORM)

I skiffed up rivers and creeks of lightning 
till thunder
split my covers
and down I drowned 
lung by lung to a stone
of barnacle-cold salt
the cows licked.
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SLEEP

We brush the other, invisible moon.
Its caves come out and carry us inside.

POEM

After your death,
Naomi, your hair will escape to become
a round animal, nameless.

SECRETARY

McNamara the businessman sits at his desk
And stamps “PAID” on the death-lists
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Naomi, why did you give parts of you to other women when
you left, your hair to that one, your eyes to this, your mouth
to another, and why did you command them to follow and
haunt me? To keep me in thrall? If you were kind, I would
say it was to help me forget you in stages, a little at a time.
But never fear: I will always bear the tattoo from your death-
camp.

HAIR POEM

Hair is heaven's water flowing eerily over us

Often a woman drifts off down her long hair and is lost
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POEM

At your light side trees shy
A kneeling enters them

NUREMBURG, U.S.A.

In this time and place, where “Bread and Circuses” has
become “Bread and Atrocities,” to say 'I love you' is
like saying the latest propaganda phrase . . . 'defoliation' . . .
          'low yield blast'.
If bombing children is preserving peace, then
my fucking you is a war-crime.
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LAST POEM

It' s harder and harder to whistle you up from my pack of
          dead,
you lag back, loping in another love.
Fate is lucky not to have known you as I have known you.
One dawn the menstrual face of t ime found,  frozen upon
          stones,
pore-song of the poet. Rigor mortis walked the streets, its
coat tattered, face pensive. A howl was heard,  calming
          chimeras.

My hair strikes me a great blow.
Wine lifts its deep sky over us.

And Naomi was sown. She crossed the boundaries
of wounds to kneel in the snowfall at the center.
Her palms upon my forehead became my fever's petals.
Her face—Arc de Triomphe of sadness, altar where my heart
          is solved—
created for me its absence in the ark of its cheekbones.

Girls tie their hair together and run as one
woman through my voiceland. Ground-glass sings my
          statues,
those who can only kiss wound-to-wound are born.
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Your face alone has no echo in the void. Your face,  more
          marvelous
each time it flows up your warm arms to break
upon your smile. Your kisses still rustling in my voice,
you don't exist. I will fill you with
sweet suicide.
Naomi, love other men.
Don't let this be their last poem, only mine.

DEATH

Perfume opens its eyes of you.
I shall be the shepherd of your hair.
A dawn made of all the air I ever breathed.
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(NOVEMBER) (LIGHT, SHORT DAYS)
(DARK FIERY SUNSETS)

            for Quasimodo

A small bird hops about in branches,
a blue high toss,
the sound
goes. Winter
begins to burn up all the light.

And in no time,
it's evening.
The boy gazes to the west
as if all the fire-engines in the world were streaking there. . . .

POEM TO WOMEN

And I fell through all your absent arms 
With the star I had never flung
Desperately back to weld apart my heart
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PROSEPOEM

If  Hart  Crane  could  have  become  a  communist,  he'd  be
alive today. He would probably be to North America what
Neruda is to South. His birthplace says goodbye; leaves us;
is yet to be. Whooping-cranes are already extinct in our pre-
coital play. It's Madame Ky's menstrual-period. Her whole
country bleeds  for  the  rich  bitches  of  Liberty.  And  blood
from all Asia soaks down through the earth, drips out here
to  starve.  India  and  China,  please  help,  there  is  a  famine
here, an America-famine, there's no longer enough America
to  feed  Whitman  or  Poe,  and  I'm  getting  very  thin.  Oh
dropping bombs upon what no longer exists! Glances travel-
ing through life and death, meeting only at the moment of
and the moment of. Touching. Hart,  heart of America, are
we falling through you only to enter an extinct land-guage?
No, we'll breed no more sun. Don't walk in conception.
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from I  DON'T KNOW

I don't know the warlords of Chicago (except Henry Rago)
          But I've seen the small squashed octupuses on the
                   sidewalks
          The Gold Coast faucets that drip eyes and can't be 
                   turned off
          And where Cheddi Jagan sweated out all his former
                   existences into the elevator-shafts of the blind

I don't know but I can't see much difference between John
          Ashbery or Donald Hall or Barbara Guest or David
          Wagoner or William Meredith or Anne Sexton or
          Sandra Hochman or others writing
a poem . . . and a U.S. aviator dropping a bomb on Viet-
          namese women
and children: both acts in these hands are in defense of op-
          pression and capitalism

I don't know that fine-print on the sky—the bombers leaving
          They dropped signatures, yours, mine
          After the raid it is so quiet you can hear the crying,
                   piping of the unborn babies inside their mothers
          A few fields, where now only wounds take root
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I don't know that sea holding its breath in the jungle
                     The Viet Cong
          Army whose only camouflage is the people 
                They nurse it with fragrant teas
                     Compresses of the heart
          It is invisible and laughs in their tatters
            It is a shout
                     wreathing up their raised arms
I don't know
    The gasp keeps on falling inside the bucket
                                                        it never hits bottom.
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WIDOW'S WINTER

Outside,
the snow is falling into its past . . .
I do want this night to end.
In the fireplace,
a section of ash caves in.

The fall day you were buried
birds went over,
south,
thick enough to carry someone.
They took my gapes of breath
—their fuel?
We are together in some birds, who fail.

I didn't even want to look at your grave,
its heroic little mound
like the peck of dirt we hope to eat in our life . . . 
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POEM

A man's mortals break over him and
ebb away . . . love, youth, Naomi.
In femoral jungles, light and shadow
play chess; man is present, judging.
Though foundering, I exhale the fate
of unknown cities and races; in my glance,
poison for future gods. The vines
already are clinging to men: they know who to back.
I live, I burn. My mortals,
my guts, break over me and ebb
away . . . love, youth, Naomi.
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(FALL) (AND WINTER) (VIETNAM)
(CHICAGO) (1965)

           “God created man in His own image”

             —Genesis

             “Chicago is the architectural showplace of the nation”

       —Chicago newspapers
1

A shudder falls from the trees, at night;
the breeze is so light that only the grass on top of graves stirs;
everyone's nose is black with fear;
generals open the burning bodies of children 
like letters from home with lace on the edges . . .

2

Oh it's easy to find
Vietnam in Chicago . . . in these bright streets where our
          tears lie
rotting, we are what's lost (knock at your shadow
to ask the way home from death).

3

Men destroy us in their own image,
in their own—lost—likeness. And this year,
even the snowflakes—my last hope—
are twisted into awry hurt shapes,
designs of screams. . . . Napalm: your own afterbirth on fire
          descending . . . 
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4

Suffering is the same both places. But
at least in Vietnam death is death . . . Here, in this
stainless steel cement tower white concrete glass city,
death is the sole vegetation: death is life, a green magnet.

THE WASP POETS OF AMERICA

                        for Richard Deutch

The poets' cry—
                              Retirement!
To be
          a good gray. The shriek-plumaged
Muse of America slices down
and garlands those who resemble vaults.
Pound is retired,
                               bending over his cane as over 
a bombsight—
                        O Spain, Ethiopia, Vietnam,
your good gray ash poets!
Me and James Dickey
are battling it out for
                                              the title
of “The Good Gray Flannel Poet”
Let's suck up to those 
                                          we would replace,
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the fathers
               who sold to us,

      as a whore,
our mother.
Retirement!       Is this
the best
of all possible words?  Who 
is not a square
                           once in
a coffin (which is to say an
America).
               Good blond poets
                                              —you senile in the womb—
the world is growing young,
                                             against us.
And we don't even have a pension plan written,
not to mention
poems.
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(END) OF SUMMER (1966)

I'm tired of murdering children.
Once, long ago today, they wanted to live;
now I feel Vietnam the place
where rigor mortis is beginning to set-in upon me.

I force silence down the throats of mutes,
down the throats of mating-cries of animals who know they
          are extinct.
The chameleon's death-soliloquy is your voice's pulse;
your scorched forehead a constellation's suicide-note.

A phonograph needle plunges through long black hair,
and stone drips slowly into our veins.
The earth has been squandered by the meek.
And upsidedown in the earth a dead man walks upon my
          soles when I walk.

A baby is crying.
In the swaddling-pages
a baby.

“Don't cry. No Solomon's-sword can
divide you from the sky.
You are one. Fly.”

I'm tired, so tired.
I have sleep to do.
I have work to dream.
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